Abstract.
Introduction
The question of positivity of curvature on bundles arose in the middle 60's with O'Neills theorem [O] , according to which riemannian submersions increase the sectional curvature.
In the early 70's Cheeger and Gromoll in their notable paper [C-G] , showed that if an open manifold has a complete riemannian metric with non-negative sectional curvature then it is the total space of a vector bundle over a compact totally geodesic submanifold. Their result is actually quite stronger.
A natural question [Yau, problem nO 6] is to ask whether the total spaces of bundles over compact manifolds with non-negative sectional curvature also admit complete metrics with the same property.
The approach to this question splits naturally in the cases of principal and vector bundles.
Although the vector bundle case can be treated independently IS-W], positive results follow from the principal bundle case through a simple application of O'Neill's theorem. See for example [G-M] , [Ch] , [R1] , JR2].
This note, minus the application, was written in 1979 as an addendum to [D-R] and was never submitted for publication. Due to some revival of interest in the existence of metrics of non negative sectional curvature on vector bundles in recent years ( [G] , [W2] , [S-W]) we thought its publication might be of some help.
We remark that the theorem was also known to L. Berard Bergery, at least in the case of G = S 1.
Strake and Walschap in [S-W] obtained a sufficient condition similar to (ii)
for the non negativity of sectional curvatures in vector bundles.
Main Result
Let P ~r G be a principal G-bundle, G a compact Lie Group, over a compact manifold M of dimension n _> 2. Given a connection form • in P, a metric h in M, and a bi-invariant metric (,) in G, one can define a family of metrics gt, for t > 0, in P by
gt(X,Y) = h(Tr,(X),zr,(Y)) + t(w(X),w(Y))
(see [J] ), and ask when there are metrics of positive sectional curvature among the gt.
With respect to each of these metrics, G acts on P by isometries, the fibers are totally geodesic and therefore by a theorem of Wallach [W1] we have that G = S 1, G = S 3 or G = SO(3). Our objective here is to find a necessary and sufficient condition so that (P, gt) has positive sectional curvature for small enough t. This is natural since for small t fibers we have "more curvature" and the curvature of the total space tends to increase.
Let AdP = P • G be the adjoint fiber bundle of P. For the calculation of the components of the curvature tensor R t of (P, gt) we refer the reader to Jensen [J] . The following convention for indices will be For the sectional curvature Kt(a), relative to #t, we have, using the above Lemma 
x2[(A + tB)y 2 + tCy + t2K]

+ x[tDy 2 + tEy + t2Fy] + tL + t2Gy 2 > O,
for all real x, y and all t > 0 sufficiently small. The coefficient of x 2 is strictly positive for all real y and all t > 0 small enough as a binomial in y with negative discriminant and positive leading coefficient. Condition (4) is then equivalent to the negativity of the corresponding discriminant, which is
y2[y2(D2 -4AG -4tGB) + y(2O(Z + tF) -4tCG) +(E+tF)2-4t2Gg] < 4L[(1A + B)y 2 +Cy+tk]
on the small parameter t > 0, satisfying
lim Ct(Y)=-co I~1--'~o and uniformly bounded relative to the variables t, y in a fixed neighborhood of y = 0 as in Figure 1 . Observe that for t small enough Ct is almost independent of t. Figure 1 The right hand side of (5) The minimum of Ct, taken at mt --2(A + tB) is equal to
Lt (4AK -C 2 + 4tBK). A+tB
The curve of vertices t, > l(t) = (mr, et(mt) ) satisfies /(0)=(0,0) and /'(0)= ( C L ) 2A with second component positive in view of (ii). Therefore l is not tangent to the horizontal axis at (0, 0) and the parabolas et behave as in Figure 1 . b. Between all principal S 3 bundles over S 4 only the Hopf fibration S 3--9 S 7 S 4 admits connections oo with associated gt of positive sectional curvature.
c. It was proved by Chaves [C] that there is only a finite number of possible SO(3)-fat SO(4) principal bundles over any compact orientable 4-dimensional manifold. He also showed that over CP 2 there is just one such that reduces to the bundle U(2) ... SU(3) ~ CP 2. This gives rise to infinitely many topologically distinct associated 3-sphere bundles over CP 2 with positive sectional curvature.
These examples belong to the well known seven dimensional Wallach examples [A-W] .
Application to the Geometry of Instantons Collecting terms now we get VxiR)~)(Xi,Xy).
In the particular case i = 1, j = 2, Remark. It is obvious that to check condition (ii) of the theorem can lead to a quite cumbersome calculation even in the simplest of cases. It is hoped that an easier to use version can be found.
